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Abstract—The development of biomimetic micro-aerial-vehicles
(MAVs) with flapping wings is the future trend in military/domestic
field. The successful flight of MAVs is strongly related to the
understanding of unsteady aerodynamic performance of low Reynolds
number airfoils under dynamic flapping motion. This study explored
the effects of flapping frequency, stroke amplitude, and the inclined
angle of stroke plane on lift force and thrust force of a bio-inspiration
corrugated airfoil with 33 full factorial design of experiment and
ANOVA analysis. Unsteady vorticity flows over a corrugated thin
airfoil executing flapping motion are computed with time-dependent
two-dimensional laminar incompressible Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations with the conformal hybrid mesh. The tested
freestream Reynolds number based on the chord length of airfoil as
characteristic length is fixed of 103. The dynamic mesh technique is
applied to model the flapping motion of a corrugated airfoil. Instant
vorticity contours over a complete flapping cycle clearly reveals the
flow mechanisms for lift force generation are dynamic stall, rotational
circulation, and wake capture. The thrust force is produced as the
leading edge vortex shedding from the trailing edge of airfoil to form a
reverse von Karman vortex. Results also indicated that the inclined
angle is the most significant factor on both the lift force and thrust
force. There are strong interactions between tested factors which mean
an optimization study on parameters should be conducted in further
runs.

Keywords—biomimetic, MAVs, aerodynamic, ANOVA analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HIS flapping motion of flexible wings has been considered
one of the most graceful and efficient kinds of animal
locomotion [1]. The insects and birds use the flapping wings for
hovering and forward flight. Since 1992, the Defense
Air-Borne Reconnaissance Office (DARO) supports a DARPA
initiative project to develop a micro-aerial-vehicle (MAV). The
design, analysis, fabrication and test of the performance of
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MAVs are becoming increasingly import ant due to it can be
regarded as small and mobile units operating in severe
environments such as urban areas or unconventional operations
anywhere. Currently, MAVs are classified as fixed wing,
rotating wing or flapping wing MAV. Even the design concepts
of flapping MAVs are inspired from observations on the flight
behavior of insects and birds. There are great challenges in the
development of flapping wing MAV because the unsteady low
Reynolds number aerodynamic characteristics of flapping
wings are still unclear.
The Knoller-Betz effect seems the first theory to explain the
flow mechanism on generation of lift/thrust force due to plunge
motion of airfoil with variation of effective attack angle.
Water-tunnel flow visualization experiments on flapping
symmetric airfoils such as NACA0012 and NACA0014 have
been conducted by Triantafyllou et al. [2], Lai and Platzer [3]
and Jones et al. [4], which provide information on the formation
of thrust-indicative wake with a certain combinations of
reduced frequency and heaving stroke. Anderson et al. [5]
found that the phase angle between the periodic pitch and
plunge motions plays a significant role in producing maximum
thrust force.
To understand the flow mechanism on lift force generation,
Ellington’s group [6] conducted a series of wind-tunnel
experiments on flapping wings with flow visualization method
and force balance gauges. Their observations indicated that the
effects of leading edge vortex and dynamic stall both
contributed to the lift force since the attack angle of wing is
continuously changed in up-stroke and down-stroke flapping
stage. Dickinson classified the flow mechanisms for lift force
generation of insects are dynamic stall, rotational circulation
and wake capture [7]. Recently, several works had
implemented the theory of low Reynolds number unsteady
flight aerodynamics into the development of bio-inspired MAV
[8]–[10]. On the computational aspect, Navier-Stokes studies
have been performed and focused on the aerodynamic
characteristic of a single rigid airfoil in freestream with
oscillation mode of pure pitch [11] or coupled heave and pitch
[12]–[16]. Most researches have used symmetrical NACA4
series airfoils in their works, Wang’ group [17], [18] intended
to employ the thin elliptic airfoils because they are interested on
the dragonfly’s wings aerodynamic characteristics. However,
an optic microscope picture shows that the cross-section of
dragonfly’s wing is not similar to elliptic shape but corrugated
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onne. Tamai et al. [19]condducted the PIV
V measuremeents on
veelocity distribuutions with seeveral types off airfoils as GA
A(W)-1
aiirfoil, flat platee, and corrugaated airfoil by considered thhe effect
off attack angle and Reynoldds number. Thheir results inndicated
thhat the corrugaated airfoil caan suppress thhe large-scale leading
eddge vortex foormation at laarge attack angle.
a
Therefoore, the
aeerodynamic performance oof corrugated airfoil is supeerior to
thhe other two tyypes of airfoil at such low Reynolds
R
num
mber.
The publisheed literature contains
c
none of studies abbout the
unnsteady aeroodynamic behhavior of a corrugated airfoil
exxecuting flappping motion. Consequentlly, the objecctive of
prresent work is to investigaate the thrust force and lifft force
geenerated by the
t corrugatedd airfoil undeer different flapping
f
paarameter confi
figurations of frequency,
f
incclined angle of stroke
pllane and strooke amplitudee. Design of Experiment (DOE)
m
methodology
and
a
statistic analysis of variance booth are
em
mployed to finnd out the opttimum combinnation of operrational
paarameters on generation
g
off maximum lifft force or maaximum
thhrust force. Thhe response surfaces
s
and associated
a
reggression
m
model
are also constructed too identify the significant
s
facctor and
innteractions beetween factoors. Vorticityy contours over
o
a
coomplete cyclee of flapping motion are plotted to expllain the
unnsteady flow mechanisms
m
ggenerating thee lift force and
d thrust
foorce. The freesstream Reynollds number is fixed of 103, which
w
is
thhe typical regim
me of a flappiing MAV.

terrm is discretizzed with the ceentral differen
ncing scheme. As for
thee coupling off velocity andd the pressuree in the mom
mentum
eqquations, thee SIMPLEC
C (semi-impplicit methodd for
preessure-linked equations coonsistent) algoorithm is used. The
AM
MG (algebraic multi-grid) scheme is allso implementted for
accceleration of convergence
c
oof all scalar variables
v
durin
ng each
tim
me interval. Due
D to the connstraint of hy
ybrid dynamicc mesh
sysstem, the impllicit method inn time accuraccy for all runs is only
thee first-order accuracy.
a
To m
model the flap
pping motionn of the
corrugated airfooil with variouus operationall parameters, present
p
o
stuudy adopts thee dynamic messh technique innstead of the overset
griid technique. Besides, the temporal grid
g
deformattion is
gooverned by thee Geometric C
Conservation Law (GCL) in
i each
tim
me interval.
B. Computatioonal grids andd boundary coonditions
Fig. 1(a) is a close-up illuustration to prresent the connformal
hyybrid mesh system employeed for the aerrodynamic moodeling
off inclined flaapping motioon of corru
ugated airfoill with
preescribed trajjectory. Folllowing grid independennt and
computational domain
d
studies, the final coomputational domain
d
is composed of 14160 inner qquadrilateral cells and 365144 outer
putation dom
main is
triaangular cellss. The rectaangular comp
composed with length
l
of 92cm and width off 70cm. The ceenter of
fr
the left side
s
of
corrugated airfooil is located 22cm away from
d
shownn in Fig. 1(b).
computational domain,

II. NUMERICA
AL METHODOL
LOGY
3

A 3 full-facctorial design method, at thhree levels annd three
faactors, has beeen performed iin order to investigate the main
m and
innteraction efffects of operrational param
meters on unnsteady
aeerodynamic peerformance off single flappinng corrugatedd airfoil.
Thhe factors connsidered in this study are thee flapping freqquency,
thhe inclined anggle of stroke pplane and the stroke
s
amplituude. The
unnsteady lift/thrrust forces aree obtained by solving the unnsteady
laaminar Navierr-Stokes equaations with thhe conformal hybrid
m
mesh.
A. Navier-Stookes solver
The workingg fluid is air annd the motionn of corrugatedd airfoil
is governed by the tw
wo-dimensionnal time-deppendent
inncompressible Reynolds-avveraged Navieer-Stoke’s eqquations
cooupled with th
he dynamic mesh
m
motions. The time-deppendent
inncompressible Navier-Stookes equatio
ons includin
ng of
coontinuity equaation and mom
mentum equatiion as:
(1)
(∇ • uv ) = 0
v
r
∇p
∂u
v
v
(2)
+ υ∇ 2 u
+ (u • ∇ )u = −
ρ
∂t
v
where u is the
t velocity vector,
v
p is thhe pressure, υ is the
kiinematic viscoosity and ρ is tthe density off air.
The governeed equations are solved by the FLU
UENT@
122.1.06 softwaare based on the control volume
v
methood. The
staggered, transsient pressuree-based solverr is employedd due to
t airfoil) durring the
thhe flow field iss varied (especcially around the
cyyclical plungee and pitch motions
m
of a corrugated
c
airrfoil. In
gooverned equaations, the connvection fluxx term is disccretized
w the third-oorder QUICK
with
K scheme, whiile the diffusiion flux
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Fig. 1(a) Hyybrid mesh systeem around the corrugated
c
airfooil

Fig. 1(b) Co
omputational ddomain for thhe corrugated airfoil
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The O-type quadrilateral cells are used to encompass the entire
corrugated airfoil due to the generated aerodynamic force is
dominated with the formation and separation of leading edge
vortex (LEV) and trialing edge vortex (TEV) during cyclical
flapping process. The dynamic motion of airfoil was dominated
by external User Defined Functions (UDFs complied with C
language program) during oscillated flapping motion with
various inclined angle of stroke plane, stroke amplitudes and
frequencies. The center of gravity is assumed at location of 0.25
times of cm from the leading edge of airfoil. The distributions of
the outer triangular cells are reconstructed according to the
relative position of the flapping corrugated airfoil. The
interface between the quadrilateral cells and the triangular cells
is modeled by conformal type of cells to ensure the
conservation of flux for all scalar variables. The outer
triangular cells are smoothly re-meshed at each time interval
during transient flow field simulations.
The plunge and pitch motion of the corrugated airfoil shown
in Fig. 2 is respectively expressed by:
A
x(t ) = o (1 + cos 2πft )cos β
2
(3)
Ao
(1 + sin 2πft )cos β
y (t ) =
2

α (t ) =

π

4

−

π

4

sin 2πft

(4)

Fig. 2 Schematic view on the pre-described flapping trajectory of
corrugated airfoil in up- and down-stokes.

where x(t) and y(t) denotes the instantaneous position of the
center gravity of corrugated airfoil, Ao denotes the stroke
amplitude, and f denotes the flapping frequency of corrugated
airfoil. The symbol of β is the inclined angle of stroke plane.
The center of pitch rotation is also located at 0.25 times of mean
chord length from the leading edge of the airfoil. The initial
angle of attack for corrugated airfoil is set to 45 degree for
present work.
On the corrugated airfoil surface the instantaneous flow
velocity is set equal to the prescribed flapping motion [ x& , y& , α& ].
A no-slip boundary condition is imposed on the airfoil surface.
The inflow (right side) and outflow (left side) boundary
conditions are set as velocity inlet type and pressure outlet type
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in Fluent@ software respectively. The boundary conditions for
up and down sides of grid domain are specified as symmetric
planes. The initial conditions for all runs are assumed as the air
flow field is rest before the corrugated airfoil starting to
perform flapping motion. The ambient pressure and
temperature of air is 1 atm and 250C respectively.
C. Design of Experiment (DOE)
Full factorial experimental design method needs a great
prohibitive number of experimental calculations; however, it
offers very precise results on interactions between controllable
factors, with benefit of avoiding losing some information on
further erroneous conclusions. The first step in the analysis of
experimental design method is to identify the factors and ranges
of level under investigation, which requires the theoretical
understanding on unsteady flow physics of the flapping
corrugated airfoil.
There are several independent operational parameters (or
factors defined in DOE) influenced on the lift/thrust force
generation of flapping airfoil. In order to explore the main and
interaction effect of factors on obtaining the maximum
lift/thrust force, the full factorial method is selected to deal with
the test matrix of three factors and three levels in this work.
Table I shows the design factors and level ranges considered,
which are determined from open literature survey and
preliminary studies. Three factors considered including of F:
flapping frequency, H: stroke amplitude and S: inclined angle
of stroke plane. There are 33=27 sets should be conducted and
analysis. The main and interaction effects of three factors on the
response variables (i.e. lift/thrust force) of flapping corrugated
airfoil can be revealed from the runs of statistical analysis of
variance (ANOVA). This is due to the F-test in ANOVA can be
used to identify where the factors are significant in obtaining
the maximum lift/thrust force or not. The F-value for each
factor is simply a ratio of the mean of the squared deviations to
the mean of the squared errors. The greater of the F-value
means the significance of the factor on the maximum lift/thrust
force output. In addition, the optimal combination of three
tested factors and associated levels can be predicted with the
larger-the-better performance characteristics and ANOVA
analyses.
TABLE I
DESIGN FACTORS AND LEVELS

Factor

Symbol

Flapping frequency
Stroke amplitude
Inclined angle

F
H/cm
S

Level
1
2
3
20Hz 30Hz 40Hz
1.5
2.5
3
30o
45o
60o

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the predicted results are presented and discussed with
two non-dimensional aerodynamic quantities of lift force
coefficient and thrust force coefficient, which are defined as:
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Cl =

FL
0.5 ρU 2∞ cm

(5)

Ct =

− FD
0.5 ρU 2∞ cm

(6)
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Since present work is interested on the aerodynamic
characteristics of corrugated airfoil in forward flight, the
Reynolds number is defined with forward velocity U∞ as the
reference velocity and mean chord length cm as the reference
length. The periodic solutions of Cl and Ct are obtained after at
least six cycles of flapping motion when the corrugated airfoil
starts from rest condition.
A. Code Validation
To validate the computer code in simulation the aerodynamic
coefficients of low Reynolds number corrugated airfoil, present
study performed a preliminary run on steady flow conditions of
Re = 104. This is due to lack of experimental data on corrugated
airfoil at Re = 103 in the open literature. Fig. 3 shows the
predicted Cl/Cd curve with respect to the attack angle of airfoil.
The experimental and numerical results from Kesel [20]and
Vargas et al. [21]are also presented for comparison. In general,
present predictions are more close to the experimental data of
Kesel in comparison with those of Vargas et al. The
discrepancy in lift force coefficient and drag force coefficient
over tested ranges of attack angle is due to the two-dimensional
model is employed in numerical run while a three-dimensional
finite aspect ratio airfoil model used by Kesel in wind tunnel
test. However, the predicted trend of Cl/Cd curve with
increasing of attack angle of airfoil is reasonable.

wake capture. When the effective attack angle of airfoil
decreases to zero degree, the formation of leading edge vortex
(LEV) on upper surface results in visible increasing of the lift
force, shown in Fig. 4(b). The net thrust force is almost zero
which means that the generated thrust force from shedding
TEV is balanced with the form drag and viscous drag. In period
of t=0/10T to 5/10T, i.e. the down-stroke stage, the rotational
circulation effect causes a local peak in the lift force curve. Fig.
4(c) shows that a large vortex pairs exists in the forward portion
of upper surface of airfoil. The rotational direction of vortex in
the inner part is clockwise while that in the outer part is
counter-clockwise.
When the corrugated airfoil undergoes the up-stroke stage,
inspections on the aerodynamic force curves reveals that there
is almost no positive lift force being generated with present
specified flapping motion. However, there are twin peaks in the
thrust force curve. The first peak is due to the LEV on upper
surface is shedding from the trailing edge of airfoil to from a
reverse von Karman vortex, shown in Fig. 4(d). At instant time
of t=8/10T, the corrugated airfoil is vertical from the
approaching airstream, Fig. 4(e) displays that a large clockwise
circulation vortex exist on the aft portion of leeward surface
while a counter-clockwise vortex on the front portion of
windward surface. The largest and second peak of thrust force
is attributed to the appearance of these vortex pairs around the
corrugated airfoil. Similar observations can be referred to other
combinations of operational parameters.

(a)t=0/10T
Fig. 3 The predicted C l /C d curve with respect to the attack

B. Unsteady Flow Mechanisms
The instant vorticity contours for corrugated airfoil over a
complete cycle under Re=103, F=40Hz, H=3.0cm and S=45o are
plotted in Fig. 4 for the discussion of the unsteady flow
mechanism. When the airfoil started to travel into specified
down-stroke positions, i.e. t=0/10T shown in Fig. 4(a), the
acceleration of airfoil results in the leading edge portion of
lower surface is covered by a clock-wise circulation vortex
which forces the aft counter-clock-wise circulation vortex
gradually moves toward the trailing edge of airfoil to produce
thrust force. In the same moment, minor lift force can be
observed even when the effective attack angle of airfoil is as
large as 45o. This is due to the occurrence of dynamic stall and
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(b)t=2/10T
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TABLE II
PREDICT PERIODIC-AVERAGED CT AND CL VALUES

Case Num.

Combination

Ct

Cl

1

F1H1S1

1.376

3.141

2

F1H1S2

0.281

2.160

3

F1H1S3

-0.150

1.841

4

F1H2S1

1.757

2.348

5

F1H2S2

0.526

1.637

6

F1H2S3

0.048

1.354

7

F1H3S1

1.889

2.182

8

F1H3S2

0.657

1.592

9

F1H3S3

0.103

1.244

10

F2H1S1

1.692

2.577

11

F2H1S2

0.420

1.814

12

F2H1S3

0.036

1.528

13

F2H2S1

1.899

2.037

14

F2H2S2

0.587

1.449

15

F2H2S3

0.184

1.200

16

F2H3S1

1.985

1.933

17

F2H3S2

0.679

1.377

18

F2H3S3

0.224

1.124

19

F3H1S1

1.840

2.283

20

F3H1S2

0.520

1.621

21

F3H1S3

0.085

1.399

22

F3H2S1

1.936

1.845

23

F3H2S2

0.647

1.324

24

F3H2S3

0.211

1.135

25

F3H3S1

2.150

1.921

26

F3H3S2

0.768

1.378

27

F3H3S3

0.239

1.071
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(c) t=4/10T

(d)t=6/10T

(e)t=8/10T
Fig. 4 The instant vorticity contours around a corrugated airfoil (left)
and predicted Cl/Ct curve (right) over a complete flapping cycle for
condition of Re=103, F=20Hz, H=1.5cm and S=30o.

C. Main Effect and Interaction between Factors
Table II lists the predicted periodic-average Ct and Cl values
for all runs. The second column represents the combination of
the selected operational factors and levels for evaluated the
corresponding unsteady aerodynamic performance. For
example, F1H1S1 means the test case of flapping frequency,
stroke amplitude, and inclined angle of stroke plane is 20 Hz,
1.5cm (i.e. 1.5 times of mean chord length) and 30o, respectively.
The periodic-averaged data were obtained from integration of
instant Ct or Cl values with flow time over at least five complete
oscillation cycles then divided with the total time period. There
data can be used to conduct the ANOVA analysis to find out the
parameter combination of maximum Ct value and maximum Cl
value, listed in Table III and Table IV respectively.
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TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR CL

368

Source

DF

F
H
S
F*H
F*S
H*S
Error
Total

2
2
2
4
4
4
8
26

Seq
SS
0.725
1.377
4.115
0.126
0.057
0.067
0.018
6.485

Adj
SS
0.725
1.377
4.115
0.126
0.057
0.067
0.018

Adj
MS
0.363
0.688
2.057
0.032
0.014
0.017
0.002

scholar.waset.org/1307-6892/12897

F

P

165.20
313.54
937.14
14.4
6.49
7.65

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.001
0.012
0.008
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TABLE IV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR CT

Source

DF

F
H
S
F*H
F*S
H*S
Error
Total

2
2
2
4
4
4
8
26

Seq
SS
0.208
0.386
14.42
0.027
0.022
0.023
0.008
15.09

Adj
SS
0.208
0.386
14.42
0.027
0.022
0.023
0.008

Adj
MS
0.103
0.193
7.21
0.007
0.006
0.006
0.001

F

P

99.28
184.35
6894.5
6.44
5.33
5.59

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.013
0.022
0.019

Fig. 5 and 6 respectively show the main effects of design
factors on the corresponding Ct value and Cl value for Re=103.
Increasing the flapping frequency from 20 Hz to 30Hz
enhances the Ct value by 22.5%. Further increasing it to 40Hz
enhances the Ct value by 33.3%, shown in Fig. 5. The main
effect of flapping frequency on the Cl value is revered from that
on the Ct value, shown in Fig. 5. Increasing the stroke
amplitude has positive effect on the Ct value. This means that
the thrust-indicative wake shedding from the trailing edge of
airfoil has more strength with longer stroke amplitude, shown
in Fig. 7(a). In the other side, increasing of stroke amplitude
from 1.5cm to 2.5cm suppress the Cl value about 19.8%, while
further increasing it to 3.0cm does not obviously reduce the Cl
value. This observation can be exposed from the predicted
results about the effect of stroke amplitude on distribution of
mean velocity in y-component, shown in Fig. 7(b). The main
effect of the inclined angle of stroke plane shows that a
maximum Ct and Cl value are reached for condition of flapping
frequency of 20Hz. As compared with the other two factors, the
flapping frequency seems to be the most significant effect on
obtaining of maximum Ct and Cl value.

Fig. 6 Main effects plot for Cl

10
F3H1S1
F3H2S1
F3H3S1
F3H1S1
F3H2S1
F3H3S1

8

6

X=0.05 m

X=0.10 m

Umean
(m/s)

4

2

0

-2
-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

Y (m)

(a)

6
F3H1S1
F3H2S1
F3H3S1
F3H1S1
F3H2S1
F3H3S1

4

2

X=0.05 m

X=0.10 m

0
V mean
(m/s)

-2

-4

-6

-8
-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

Y (m)

Fig. 5 Main effects plot for Ct

(b)
Fig. 7 The average velocity of X and Y component in Y-dir with
different amplitude when the distance in 0.05m and 0.1m at the wing
trailing edge section.

Among all tested runs, the combination of factors and levels
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for generating of maximum thrust force coefficient and lift
force coefficient is F3H3S1 and F1H1S1, respectively. Inspection
on Fig.s 5~6, some interested observations can be discovered.
For example, if the dragonfly wants to flight faster and higher
above the ground, it needs not only to flap the wings with faster
frequency but also with smaller stroke amplitude and inclined
angle of stroke plane.
To explore the possible interaction between the factors, Fig.
8 and 9 show the interaction plots of three design factors on Ct
and Cl value, respectively. Significant interaction is represented
by non-parallel lines in each plot. When Fig. 8 and 9 are
analyzed, it is clear that the strong interactions between the
tested three factors are existing due to all lines are visible lack
of parallelism. For design the flapping MAVs with corrugated
wings, the optimization approach to the combination of
operational parameters to obtain maximum Ct or Cl should be
conducted in further.

Cl=9.84122-0.1168 × F -1.9723 × H -0.13299 × S +0.00078 ×
F2+0.22378×H2+0.00085×S2+0.01326×F×H +0.00044×F×
S +0.00514×H×S

(8)

Frequency

Amplitude

Frequency
Inclined angle

Fig. 9 Interaction plot for Cl

IV. CONCLUSION

Amplitude

Inclined

Fig. 8 Interaction plot forl Ct

The flapping MAV with capacity of self-adjustable
maneuver to create it flights like birds or insects is the final
stage for on-field applications. Therefore, the regression
models used to predict the periodic-averaged lift force and
thrust force coefficient with related to the control factors such
as flapping frequency, stroke amplitude, and inclined angle are
also important in the building of embedded auto-pilot control
unit. With the ANOVA analysis on the data from conducting of
full-factorial design method, the second-order regression
models for present tested corrugated airfoil to generate
periodic-averaged Ct and Cl values are expressed as:
Ct=4.82085+0.04968 × F+0.47860 × H-0.20588 × S-0.00029 ×
F2+0.00763 × H2+0.00181 × S2-0.00523 × F × H-0.00021 × F ×
S-0.00364×H×S
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(7)

Design of flapping MAVs is a complex problem because of a
wide range of factors influenced on the unsteady aerodynamic
performance of wings. A 33 full factorial design of experiments
coupled with the ANOVA analysis was successfully used in
this work to explore the main and interaction effect between
factors on the generated lift force and thrust force as the
corrugated wing undergoing the specified flapping trajectory. A
two-dimensional CFD model is employed to evaluate the
unsteady vortex flow mechanisms on generation of lift force
and thrust force in such low Reynolds number flow field. The
conformal hybrid mesh system and the dynamic mesh
technique are used to model the flapping motion of a corrugated
wing under various combinations of flapping frequency, stroke
amplitude, and inclined angle of stroke plane. Results indicated
that the inclined angle is the most significant factor on both the
lift force and thrust force. There are strong interactions
between tested factors. Among all tested runs, the combination
of factors for maximum thrust force coefficient and lift force
coefficient is F3H3S1 and F1H1S1, respectively.
APPENDIX
NOMENCLATURE
Ao

= amplitude of flapping stroke

cm

= mean chord-wise length of corrugated airfoil

Cd

= drag force coefficient

Cl

= lift force coefficient
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Ct

= thrust force coefficient

f

= flapping frequency

P

= static pressure of flow (Pa)

Re

= Reynolds number, ρU∞ cm / μ

t

= dimensional time

T

= flapping period, 2π/ω

U∞ = free-stream velocity
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x,y = Cartesian coordinate axis

β

= inclined angle of stroke

ρ

= density of fluid

μ

= Viscosity of fluid

ω = circular frequency of flapping oscillations, 2πf
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